Part 1

How to Begin
What you’ll learn in this chapter: As you think about changing your life, the information in this chapter can help you start the process with some preliminary information about problems with gambling and the other associated mental health issues we cover in the upcoming chapters. It includes descriptions and some general assessment tools to help you figure out which potential problems you might be experiencing in addition to your difficulties with gambling.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE ADDICTED TO GAMBLING?

It comes as a surprise to some, but you can be addicted to gambling in the same way that you can be addicted to alcohol or drugs. You can be addicted either to a substance, such as cigarettes or alcohol, or to activities, such as gambling or sex. Although there's no precise definition of addiction or single accepted standard of treatment, there are certain ways of describing the experience to help you gain a better understanding.

Certainly gambling problems aren’t anything new; people have been writing about these difficulties as far back as 1812, and, reaching even further back into history, there are cave drawings depicting
gambling-like behaviors. However, the concept that gambling is more than just a moral defect is relatively new. Most experts and clinicians now consider gambling addiction a legitimate biological, cognitive, and behavioral issue, and problem gambling can both follow from and lead to mental disorders and other problems.

Gambling problems have many potential causes: genetics, erroneous thought patterns, impulse control disorders, poverty, life experiences—these are just a few. Not every issue will apply to your particular relationship with gambling; different gambling-related symptoms and consequences affect each gambler in different ways. An estimated 2 to 3 percent of the U.S. population has experienced some level of gambling-related problem during their lifetime, according to the ongoing National Comorbidity Survey Replication, among other sources. This means that about 2 million people in the United States have experienced some level of gambling disorder; another 3.5 million experience problems with gambling that don’t quite meet the “pathological disorder” threshold.

You might express your addiction in different ways depending on the circumstances. For instance, you might drink alcohol all the time or drink only when you go to the track. You might have some occasional difficulties, or you might gamble in a way that disrupts your life on a frequent basis. Some people need treatment to recover from addiction; others seem to recover on their own with no help from anyone. When mental health experts talk about addiction, they’re referring to addiction syndrome. This syndrome encompasses a cluster of symptoms and behaviors that stem from the same underlying conditions, but these symptoms are not always present at the same time. The risk factors for developing the addiction syndrome are a complex interaction of genetic, psychological, social, and other factors. For example, someone with a genetic predisposition to addiction who also grows up in an environment that includes available drugs and gambling would be at great risk for developing addiction.

Just like any other expression of addiction, gambling addiction has a recognizable course and typical stages of development that don’t
necessarily follow the same order or manifest in the same way for everyone. To gain a better understanding of an entire time line of gambling addiction, let’s examine one person’s journey.

**THE STAGES OF ADDICTION**

When Courtney was sixteen, an older friend got her a fake ID, and they hit one of the local casinos. There she took her first sip of alcohol. Later that night, her friend urged her to try her hand at blackjack. She picked up the rules of the game easily and did pretty well. The experience made her feel very grown up, and because she didn’t get caught or feel sick afterward, she figured it was no big deal. In the language of addiction, this first introduction to the objects of addiction—in Courtney’s case, drinking and gambling—is called the *initiation stage*. As Courtney experienced, at this point the risks seemed few and far between and the pleasures obvious, making it all the more likely for her to continue this behavior.

Continue Courtney did. By the time she was of legal age, she was drinking and gambling on a regular basis. Her entire social life revolved around the casinos. She enjoyed both activities immensely, especially when she drank and gambled at the same time. She had entered what is known as the *precontemplation stage*, the point where the person feels pleasure as she continues her use of a substance or becomes more involved in an activity. Although Courtney occasionally gambled a little too much and sometimes ran low on cash, she didn’t mind asking her parents or her siblings for a loan to tide her over. She didn’t yet view her gambling or drinking as a problem, so why change?

Then one night, she had too much to drink, bet big, and lost more than a month’s salary. She woke up the next morning flat broke with a terrible hangover. This time when she asked her parents for money, they were furious. As her mother sobbed, her father lectured her that this would be the last time they would write her a bailout check. When she looked for sympathy from her brother and sister, she realized that
they too were fed up. It felt as if her entire family had turned against her; this was both humilitating and terrifying.

As Courtney drove home from her parents’, it struck her that she had no money, had alienated her loved ones, and often woke up feeling sick and queasy. This certainly wasn’t how she dreamed her life would be. It was in this contemplation stage of addiction that Courtney realized she longed to change. She began to imagine what it would be like if she were to quit drinking and stay away from the blackjack tables. After several months of thinking about it—during which time she continued to feel even worse and lose even more money—she finally entered the preparation stage, when she began to attempt to get her life back under control.

Courtney eventually entered the active quitting stage: she began to put a lot of energy into quitting drinking and gambling. Besides going to group meetings, she set some concrete goals for herself, stuck to a strict schedule, and took up yoga to help her relax and get in shape. Any time she felt the urge to take a drink or take a run through the tables, she’d call a nongambling friend and invite her to a meal or a yoga class to help keep distracted. Sometimes her preventive strategies worked. Occasionally she slipped up. But she was determined to make improvements and, after nearly two years of hard work, she found herself in the maintenance stage, also known as relapse prevention. Finally her life seemed under control. She was out of debt. She felt and looked better. Her parents and siblings were proud of her progress, and her relationships with them had greatly improved. She honestly didn’t know that she’d never again take another drink or lay down another card, but she felt sure of her priorities now and knew she was better off for the changes she’d made.

Not everyone goes through every stage of addiction and recovery in exactly the same way as Courtney did. Some people never see their addiction as an issue. Some never try to change even after they begin to have problems. It’s also not uncommon for someone to try to quit his addiction several times before he’s successful.
ARE YOU STRUGGLING WITH GAMBLING ADDICTION?

As you begin to think about the process of change, you may find it helpful to get a feel for your own relationship with gambling. To do this, take out your journal and write down your thoughts about the following questions:

- Do you become restless, irritable, or anxious when trying to stop or cut down on gambling?
- Have you tried to keep your gambling a secret from your loved ones?
- Has your gambling resulted in financial problems?

If your answer is yes to any one of these questions, it’s likely that you have problems with gambling. Even if you answered no to all three questions, if you feel concerned about the consequences of your gambling and how it affects your life, you have a gambling problem.

Experts often rate health problems on a scale. For example, we use a 0–3 scale to assign levels to a gambling problem. Someone who is currently abstaining from gambling completely is labeled a 0. Someone who is gambling but isn’t experiencing any negative consequences because of it is labeled a 1. Someone who is gambling and experiencing some negative consequences but not enough to consider that she has a gambling disorder per se is labeled a 2. And someone who is experiencing sufficiently negative consequences to merit serious changes and possible treatment is labeled a 3.

Gamblers often transition back and forth between healthy and unhealthy levels of gambling. The length of time that someone stays at a specific gambling level varies, and level 2 is the stage where things usually either get better or worse; however, some people languish at level 2 and suffer with some gambling problems for an extended period of time.
Think about this scale for a moment. Ask yourself how you would label your difficulties with gambling at various points in your life. Where are you right now on this scale? Maybe you’ve tried to get your gambling under control before, transitioned up a level, but then reverted back to your current level. Write down your answers to these questions in your journal.

If you are at a level that describes your behavior as problematic, take heart. This book, as well as other recovery and change strategies, can help you gain control. If gambling or the consequences of your gambling are causing you to worry, think of this as an opportunity. Worry can be an engine that drives change.

WHAT OTHER PROBLEMS ARE YOU EXPERIENCING?

As we mentioned earlier, gambling can be a part of an addiction syndrome or be accompanied by a host of other mental health issues. You may have some symptoms that are associated with a particular problem, but perhaps these symptoms don’t reflect a full-blown disorder. It’s possible to experience some symptoms without suffering from the full expression of the illness. In fact, most people have some symptoms that are commonly associated with an emotional disorder at some point in their lives even if they can’t be clearly diagnosed.

To help you clarify what your issues might be, we’ve included some brief descriptions of problems and associated symptoms that commonly overlap with gambling addiction. All of them are described in greater detail in upcoming chapters along with some suggested strategies for helping you get them under control. It’s likely that you are experiencing one or two or even several of these issues, but don’t let that scare you. Knowing what you may be struggling with is a good thing: it allows you to understand your problems and your specific needs, and that brings you one step closer to finding a solution. When reading these descriptions, keep in mind that only a trained clinician can make a clinical diagnosis.
Anxiety Disorders

Anxiety is a sense of worry that doesn’t seem rational. When you are anxious, you feel concern that you’ll somehow lose control or that bad things are coming your way, but you don’t quite know why you feel like this. Because anxiety can be very uncomfortable, some people get involved with activities that distract them from these feelings. Gamblers often gamble when they feel the need to defuse a high level of anxiety. When you’re anxious a lot, doctors say that you have an anxiety disorder. There are many manifestations of an anxiety disorder, some of which are described in the next sections. If you’re concerned that you might have some issues with anxiety and that perhaps they are contributing to your problems with gambling, you may find the information in Chapter Five helpful. It provides a more in-depth look at anxiety as well as opportunities to learn more about getting anxiety under control.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

People with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) have repeated, frequent obsessions and compulsions that interfere with their ability to function normally. Obsessions are repeated and unwanted thoughts and impulses that cause distress or anxiety. For example, a person might be hyperfocused on germs for fear they might cause disease, or on the tangled fringe on the rug because it spoils the organization of the room. Compulsions are repeated behaviors or rituals that are difficult to stop. To control germs, an obsessive-compulsive person might wash his hands repeatedly; to deal with the rug fringe, he might continually straighten it. Sometimes people gamble because they are obsessive-compulsive. For someone like this, gambling is very difficult to stop.

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Although this is a mental disorder that’s often associated with soldiers, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) can result from any
traumatic event, situation, or experience. People who experience PTSD have frequent thoughts and feelings about the event and may have trouble sleeping; when they do sleep, they may dream about it too. People with PTSD tend to startle easily and feel a high degree of distress when anything reminds them of the event. Gambling can become an effective distraction that offers temporary relief from the discomforts associated with PTSD.

**Generalized Anxiety Disorder**

Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is characterized by constant and excessive worries that continue for a long period of time (six months or more) and are difficult to stop. With this worry comes a feeling of edginess, difficulty focusing, irritability, muscle tension, and insomnia. People with GAD might experience a pounding heart, sweating, and trembling.

**Social Anxiety Disorder**

This is similar to GAD except that it is specifically centered on social situations. Often people with this issue simply avoid social settings even if there’s a low risk of embarrassment.

**Panic Disorder**

Panic attacks are the major symptom of a panic disorder. Panic attacks are characterized by intense fear of, for example, dying or losing control. This discomfort lasts for about twenty minutes or so and, during that time, a person experiencing the panic attack often feels her heart pound, and she sweats profusely; she also may tremble and feel short of breath.

**Specific Phobia**

A phobia is a persistent fear of specific objects or situations. More than five hundred phobias have been identified; it's possible to be
phobic about almost anything, from spiders to heights to elevators. Any exposure to an object or situation that triggers a phobic reaction can cause anxiety. If a phobia is intense enough, it can be highly intrusive and interfere with your life.

Mood Disorders

Everyone experiences changing moods, but when moods become increasingly difficult to handle or you feel that moodiness and emotions contribute to why and when you gamble, it’s possible that you have a mood disorder. A mood disorder is a sustained, prolonged mood disturbance, such that your moods and emotions begin to intrude on and restrict your life. If you feel that you are struggling with moods or that your moods contribute to your gambling, you’ll find Chapter Six very helpful. It covers the mood disorders we discuss here and provides strategies for helping get them under control.

Major Depressive Disorder (Depression)

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is characterized by at least one clinically significant depressive episode but no manic (intensely active) episodes. Individuals with MDD sometimes struggle with fatigue, poor concentration, lack of sleep, little interest in life activities, and suicidal thoughts. MDD symptoms often are long lasting and interfere with the ability to live a normal life. Those with the milder form of this problem, dysthymic disorder, experience similar symptoms and feelings, but they aren’t as intense or long lasting. The stimulating effects of gambling can temporarily reduce the melancholy associated with depression.

Bipolar Disorder

Those with bipolar disorder struggle with extreme mood swings; they either feel extremely depressed or extremely energetic and active
(manic). These swings often make it challenging to have normal emotional reactions to average, everyday situations. During depressive periods, people with bipolar disorder may feel suicidal, hopeless, and unable to enjoy life; they’ll often complain of insomnia and fatigue. During the manic phase, an inflated sense of self-esteem can lead them to risky and disruptive behavior, such as excessive drinking, drug use, and yes, out-of-control gambling. Increased energy makes it difficult to sleep or focus on responsibilities.

Cyclothymic disorder is a milder form of bipolar disorder. This disorder is characterized by symptoms similar to bipolar disorder, though these symptoms are less severe and do not last as long.

Impulse Control

People with impulse control disorders (ICDs) are unable to control their urges to do certain things, and doing these things helps them release tension and feel a sense of pleasure and gratification. Some common ICDs include trichotillomania, excessive pulling out of hair; pyromania, purposefully starting multiple fires on various occasions; kleptomania, repeatedly stealing objects that are not really needed; and intermittent explosive disorder, being unable to resist the urge to be aggressive.

Problems with excessive gambling certainly can fall into the category of problems with impulse control, and they are often accompanied by other impulse control problems. Whether your gambling addiction is related to a multitude of other issues or to gambling alone, you’ll benefit from reading Chapter Seven. It gives in-depth descriptions of impulse control difficulties as well as suggestions for getting them under control.

Substance Abuse

Diagnostically, clinicians classify people as either substance dependent or as having substance abuse issues when they have trouble
regulating their use of one or more psychoactive substances, such as alcohol or other drugs (whether legal, prescription, or illegal). People with substance use disorders take more of the substance than recommended. They try to quit but can’t, and often spend a lot of time trying to get the substance and recovering from its effects. Their drug use disrupts other important aspects of their life, and often they continue taking the substance even after it obviously begins to create problems in their life.

There are two important and related considerations with substance dependence: tolerance and withdrawal. Those who have tolerance increase their drug use so that they can feel the way they used to on a lower dose. For example, someone using heroin might need increasingly larger dosages to get high because he gradually becomes tolerant to its effects. Withdrawal occurs among people who have ramped up their tolerance and then reduce or stop taking their drug. Once they stop using, the withdrawal symptoms are specific and stereotypical for the particular drug they have been using. For example, a long-term excessive drinker who tries to quit might experience anxiety, tremors, stomach distress, and delirium. In some cases, withdrawal symptoms are so severe that they can become life threatening.

Many gamblers also struggle with substance abuse. If you think you have such issues, we encourage you to read Chapter Eight, which outlines the various strategies for dealing with substance abuse.

WHERE DO YOU GO FROM HERE?

Now that you have a basic idea of how gambling and other possible issues might be disrupting your life, you must decide what you want to do about it. You can certainly close this book and do nothing further. You can continue reading and learn about the self-help approaches to recovery in the upcoming chapters. You can seek guidance from a mental health professional and perhaps attend some
group meetings as well. Or you can resolve to try a combination of change strategies.

Whatever you choose to do, by reading this chapter and learning more about the problems in your life, you’ve already moved closer to recovery. This is an excellent first step. We certainly hope you take the next one—and the next. Just knowing recovery is possible and that you have the ability to make it happen can be a very powerful motivator indeed.